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1. Introduction 
    From the viewpoint of the Management of Technology (MOT), the importance of
the management of new product development can be illustrated as follows. 
    The production rules in the 20th century manufacturing and fabrication i dustry 
placed stress on "how to make" something. The production rules in the 21st century 
stress "what o make." 
    The manufacture of attractive goods and products i most important for all divisions 
of a corporation. The management of new product development plays a central role in the 
corporation and is influenced by such multi-directional views as the combined viewpoints 
of the technological spects and the non-technological aspects (Technology + Non-
technology). 
    The problem of manufacturing industries inJapan is that high technology products 
cannot necessarily ead to high sales volumes. This situation does not arise from the 
technology itself but from the management philosophy or methodology, therefore 
education and research on the management of echnology (MOT) should be emphasized. 
    The management of new product development i volves acommitment toall aspects 
of developing a new product and making sure that the developed products will become 
successful (Nagasawa 2004),
* Shin'ya Nagasawa is a professor of MOT (Management of Technology) atthe Graduate 
School of Commerce, Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan. He holds a Doctor of 
Engineering from Waseda University. 
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     There are certain rules and common attributes among cases of hit product 
development. 
    The author tried to identify a set of generalized success factors behind project 
management af er interviewing product and project managers who have succeeded in 
developing hit products and by scrutinizing the gifts, talents and abilities required to 
develop hit products (Nagasawa and Kawae 2003, Nagasawa 2004, Nagasawa and Kino 
2004, Nagasawa and Enoki 2006). The methodology for developing a new product and 
hit product involves aproposed "seven tools for product planning." The tools are widely 
used and contribute to producing hit products in various fields (Kanda nd Nagasawa, et
al. 1995, Kanda and Nagasawa, et al. 2000a, Kanda and Nagasawa, et al. 2000b, 
Nagasawa and Thai 2003 and 2007, Kanda and Nagasawa, etal. 2004). 
    On the other hand, the author recognized and understood through his long 
experience that products hould have not only their own functional elements and quality, 
but also something more such as design that moves, touches and impresses people's 
kansei (a word representing feeling, taste, emotion, etc.) and psychology (Mori and 
Nagasawa, etal. 1993, Nagasawa 1995, Nagasawa 1997, Nagasawa 1998, Amasaka and 
Nagasawa 2000, Nagasawa 2002a, Nagasawa 2002b, Nagasawa 2003, Nagasawa nd 
Iwatani 2003). Nevertheless, up to the present, he author could not commit o creating 
any theory and methodology for including such features and attributes in new products, 
even if he scrutinized and prepared them. 
    The concept of customer experience, which is recently attracting much attention, 
has been effectively used as a concrete theory to organically combine people's kansei or 
feeling and psychology into the making of products. Furthermore, it has been found that 
the concept also helps us understand hit products and brand goods whose success cannot 
be explained by traditional marketing theory. 
    The following describes how the philosophy ofexperiential marketing and customer 
experience management, which is manufacturing and fabrication that influences the 
connection with kansei, s related to the Management of Technology (MOT). 
2. Management of New Product Development in MOT 
    Just after World War II, Japanese products were evaluated as "cheap but bad." It is 
too late to eliminate defective products through an inspection process. "Does this mean to 
prevent defects in products before getting to the manufacturing process?" Even if the 
effort is placed on the manufacturing process, the design of a product hat has features 
that easily give rise to defects in production cannot prevent such defects. Thus, should we 
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put the design review process in the design process one stage prior to the manufacturing 
process and check the design so as to avoid producing defects in the products? This 
discussion suggests the problem ofplanning inorder to influence the design. "Iherefore, it 
is necessary toachieve a balance between this and design by Quality Functional 
Deployment (QED). Again, new product development should have some answer as to 
how to solve any problems in developing a new product by tracking back to the upstream 
stage (Management of the Upstream). Therefore, new product development should have 
elements in its planning and development to deal with any problem. 
     Design experience, intuition regarding design and courage to decide are often 
emphasized. But this is nor management Even if the defect rate is 0% in a sense that no 
product has any defect in the final manufacturing process, the defect rate should be 
considered 1000% if none of the products are sold and all the products are abandoned. 
     Engineering schools in universities in Japan provides lectures on "production 
management" a dquality control." It is possible tolearn these methods and techniques. 
Management schools, commercial colleges or business chools provide lectures on 
"marketing," which is a central concept in distribution a d advertising. Many professors 
of marketing come from the distribution a d advertising dustry. It is possible tolearn 
marketing research in these institutions. In these fields, they analyze why products are a 
hit. Nevertheless, themethod of designing a hit product and the management a d 
methodology f new product development are not taught on in any of these institutions. 
    Products ofmanufacturing industries have ahigh proportion of technical content. 
Therefore, in many cases, engineers take up the positions ofproduction managers and 
product developers. Forexample, in the automobile ndustry, product developers often 
get promoted from the ranks of engine designers or from body designers. It is not possible 
to develop a new car from the viewpoint ofengine t chnology alone. It is necessary to 
develop a new product from many aspects besides the technological ones, including 
marketing, design, cost, investment effectiveness, and environmental problems. This is 
typical of the management of echnology (MOT), which bridges the gap between 
management a dthe technology and mechanical design of an automobile from many 
angles. 
    The Japanese production (manufacturing and fabrication) system had some 
advantages in the 1980s. This was the main source of its competitive strength. In the 
1990s alarge proportion ofJapanese manufacturers started to move their production 
facilities offshore. Due to this offshore transfer, The predominance of Japanese production 
systems has declined.
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     In contrast, since the 1990s, the 'new product development system' in the United 
 States has become superior. It should be emphasized that innovation management by
 venture companies that are research and development oriented., especially in Silicon 
 Valley, has differentiated the United States from Japan. Business schools, especially MOT 
 schools, in the United States provide instruction in "production management" and 
 "design management" that are not taught in Japan. 
     Even if this is not the whole reason the decline in Japanese production systems, it is 
essential that graduate school level education i MOT, especially the management of new 
product development, should be provided in Japan (Nagasawa 2004). 
     It is very hard to develop hit products. In the beverage drinks industry "three out of 
one thousand" products are said to become successful. That is, there are only three bit 
products at most from the development of one thousand new products. Therefore, advice 
on how to develop hit products would be most beneficial (?) to businesses. 
     For example, it is necessary toprovide advice or a forecast as to whether a new 
product or a proposal for a new product will be successful or not. This forecast should 
come true. It may be possible to explain the reason for the forecast because such a 
product does not yet exist. This explanation can be acceptable for any new product. If the 
new product is successful, it is then possible to claim that your advice was good. Of 
course, this is a cynical irony. 
    A marketing consultant built a museum with 80,000 new products in the United 
States. Almost all the products in it were launched with a major advertising campaign, 
but failed to be successful. The museum itself happens unexpectedly to be the museum of 
failed products. These 80,000 failures should be the worst examples (McMath 1999). 
3. Design of Intangible Events from Tangible Products 
    It is not always true that technically superior and high quality products sell well. It is 
therefore necessary to employ MOT management i  developing a new product. 
    Strictly speaking, MOT would not be necessary if technically advanced products 
and high quality products always ell well. In this sense, MOT considers aspects other 
than technology and quality. 
    There are many aspects of products and their management that are considered in
MOT, but the most important concern the customers. It is frequently said that "the 
product did not sell well even though it was technically good." This kind of product is a 
technical product but does not constitute consumer goods. Therefore, if customers do not 
accept advanced technological products and high quality products, these cannot be 
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considered consumer goods. 
    So the most important requirement for such "goods" isto design an intangible vent 
that creates a smooth relationship between the tangible product and the user. In this 
discussion, the emphasis i placed on the point of contact between the product and the 
user, and the interface or point of touch between the product and the user. Furthermore, 
it is more important to provide some "meeting" point to ensure that the user encounters 
the product. 
    The design of the meeting point between the user and a tangible product does not 
only mean determining the shape or styling and the form of the product, but also the 
provision of a product that makes the user feel good or become happy when using it. 
    A tangible product that was designed with full consideration f its users hould sell 
well, The intangible vent means to combine aproduct with the concept of goods as two 
sides of the same coin. This involves designing an intangible vent hat ensures that the 
user meets the tangible product. In other words, the most important aspect is how useful 
the designed product will be for the people who buy it (Iwakura, Iwatani and Nagasawa 
2005). 
    Designers and producers are used to having a strong sense of satisfaction and 
confidence in designing a technologically advanced product due to its high level of 
technology. However, customers do not understand the high technology involved and do 
not perceive whether the technology contributes to or has a relationship to their 
happiness. This tendency becomes more significant the more advanced the technology. 
'This can be explained by experiential marketing and customer experience management. 
4. Customer Experience and the Strategic Experiential Modules 
    Experiences are private vents that occur in response to some stimulation (e.g., as 
provided by marketing efforts before and after purchase). Experiences involve the entire 
living being. They often result from direct observation and/or participation i events -
whether they are real, dreamlike, or virtual. Schmitt provided a brief description of the 
five types of customer experiences that form the basis of the Experiential Marketing 
Framework, i.e. Strategic Experiential Module (SEMs) (Schmitt 1999). 
    "Customer Experience" does not mean experiments on individuals as obtained in 
the past, but indicates the value of something that impresses and appeals to the sense of 
[sansei, which involves the senses and impressions of the user such as these that a 
customer actually directly feels and is impressed with when coming into contact with the 
company and the brand. 
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Table t: Strategic Experiential Modules Provided by Bernd H. Schmitt
SENSE
FEEL 
THINK
    is dfhe ~,;              air
Sensory experience value that appeal
cmt8hiEsc~aiieeioa .. 
s to the five senses ~,
Emotional experience value that appeals to feelings and moods
Y-
Intellectual experience value that appeals to creativity and cognitive functions
ACT
RELATE
Behavioral experience value that appeals to physical behavior and lifestyle
:ti  
vi
Relative experience value that appeals to confirmative groups and cultural 
groups
Note) Some of the original terminologies given by Bernd H. Schmitt (1999) are modified for 
    easier understanding. 
Source. Nagasawa, Shin'ya ed. (2006b) Creating Customer Experience in Long Standing 
      Companies: Oeslgn Management ofGlance of Costoma. Doyukan, p.19, Exhibition 1-2.
    "Customer Experience" is not an incidental value but an essential nd intrinsic value 
where the products and services are understood from the customer's point of view as 
those provided by the company and the brand. The objective ofmarketing that creates the 
"Customer Experience" ("Experiential marketing") is not to provide products and services 
as tangible objects to customers, but to take the aspect of consuming of the customers in
the context of their lifestyle and to interpret their consumption by appealing to their 
sense and feelings in the process. 
    Bernd H. Schmitt, who is a professor of Colombia University promoting 
experiential marketing and customer experience management, classifies the experience 
values into five modules illustrated in Table I as a strategic basis of marketing activities. 
The five modules of the strategic experience values are as follows:
4.1 SENSE (Sensory Customer Experience) 
    SENSE marketing appeals to the senses with the objective of creating sensory 
experiences through sight, sound, touch, taste, and smell. SENSE marketing may be used 
to differentiate companies and products, to motivate customers, and to add value to 
products. As we will see, SENSE marketing requires an understanding of how to achieve 
sensory impact (Schmitt 1999). 
    This is a sensory experience value to provide an exciting stimulus by appealing 
directly to the five senses of the consumer such as the visual sense, auditory sense, sense of 
touch and taste, and sense of smell. In a case of a car, for instance, aJaguar provides a 
sensitive experiential value that appeals to the aesthetic sense, or aesthetics. On the other 
hand, a Porsche has a sensitive experiential value that stimulates xcitement.
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4.2 FEEL (Affective Customer Experience) 
    FEET, marketing appeals to customers' inner feelings and emotions, with the 
objective of creating affective experiences that range from mildly positive moods linked to 
brand (e.g., for a noninvolving, nondurable gocery brand or service or industrial product) 
to strong emotions of joy and pride (e.g., for a consumer durable, technology, or social 
marketing campaign). As we will see, most affect occurs during consumption. Therefore 
standard emotional advertising is often inappropriate b cause it does nor target feeling 
during consumption. What is needed for FEEL marketing to work is a close 
understanding of what stimuli can trigger certain emotions as well as the willingness of
the consumer to engage in perspective taking and empathy (Schmitt 1999). 
    This is an emotional experience value that appeals to the inner feelings and moods 
of the customers. The relaxed feeling that we feel when drinking a cup of coffee at 
Starbucks Coffee, the enthusiasm that we experience in enjoying a ride at Disneyland, 
and so on are an emotional experience value. 
4.3 THINK (Creative/Cognitive Customer Experience) 
    THINK marketing appeals to the intellect with the objective of creating congnitive, 
problem-solving experiences that engage customers creatively. THINK appeals to engage 
customers' convergent and divergent thinking through surprise, intrigue, and 
provocation. THINK campaigns are common for new technology products. But THINK 
marketing isrestricted only to high-tech products. THINK marketing has also been used 
in product design, retailing, and in communications i  many other industries (Schmitt 
1999). 
    This is an intellectual experience value that appeals to the intellect of the customers 
through cognitive and problem-solving experiences. Edible oils "Healthy Acona" or 
drinking tea "Healthya Green Tea" produced by Kao with the efficacy to help contain the 
accumulation ofbody fat give an intellectual experience value to customers by appealing 
to a health-oriented lifestyle. 
4.4 ACT (Physical Customer Experience) 
    ACT marketing aims to affect bodily experiences, lifestyles, and interactions. ACT 
marketing enriches customers' lives by enhancing their physical experiences, showing 
them alternative ways of doing things (e.g., in business-to-business and industrial 
markets), alternative lifestyles, and interactions. As I will show, analytical, rational 
approaches to behavior change are often more motivational, inspirational, and 
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spontaneous in nature and brought about by role models (e.g„ movie stars or famous 
athletes) (Schmitt 1999). 
    This is a behavioral experience value that appeals to physical behavior, lifestyles and 
the mutual relationships between people. The "iPod" produced by Apple and the "Mini 
Cooper" produced by BMW satisfy the customer's need for self-identity due to the 
segmentation of lifestyles.
4.5 RELATE (Social-identity customer experience) 
   RELATE marketing contains aspects of SENSE, FEEL, THINK, and ACT 
marketing. However, RELATE marketing expands beyond the individual's personal, 
private feelings, thus adding to "individual experiences" and relating the individual to his 
or her ideal self, other people, or cultures (Schmitt 1999). 
    This is a relative xperience value that appeals to individual self-realization. Harley 
Davidson, the symbol of a free spirit, has strong customer loyalty that stimulates owners 
to put tattoos over their arms and body.
5. TAG Heuer's "Customer Experience" 
     Regarding Japanese products, it is not possible to find any real cases, o let's refer to 
the luxury watch TAG Heuer, one of the group companies of the "Empire of Luxury 
Brands;" LVMH Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton (Nagasawa 2002b). The watch can resist 
pressures at 200 m below the water, that is, it has pressure sistance and is waterproof at
20 atmospheres. This cannot be achieved by a normal design of watch. The TAG Heuer 
watch succeeds inaccomplishing such properties due to a very special structure according 
its technological requirements. Therefore, the special structure nsures that people asily 
recognize the design of a TAG Heuer watch. If all customers of TAG Heuer only required 
its pressure resistance and waterproof functions, this watch would come with only this 
high functionality and high quality. 
    But very few consumers would confirm such extremely high functionality and high 
quality that resist pressures at200 meters below sea level. Its real functionality should be 
assured even if it is never used. Almost all customers will never be able to determine the 
validity of these functions. In other words, if nobody enjoys uch high quality and high 
functionality othe extent that it is possible, they buy the design and the mood resulting 
from the indication that the product can endure such pressures and is waterproof atup to 
20 atmospheres. If so, its price should be set higher and the display in the show window 
should distinguish it from ordinary watches. Therefore, the advertisements emphasize
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such aspects in order to distinguish it from ordinary watches. 
    This is "customer experience creation providing a hit product" and "manufacturing 
and fabricating products that influence kansei" are required and are the most important. 
6. Case Studies of Customer Experience Creation in Japan 
    Let us introduce four cases of experience value creation from "Value Creation 
through Customer Experience That Enables to Develop Hit Products: Manufacturing and 
Fabrication That InfuenceeKansei" (Nagasawa 2005). 
6.1 INAX "SATIS" 
    "SATIS" prod
uced by INAX shown in Figure I is a series of sensational sanitary 
ceramic products used in toilets, bathrooms and powder rooms. It is a toilet facility 
without a water tank whose design is impressive with regard to the kansei of the 
customers. When it was put on the market, it caused a sensation and became a very 
influential product. 
    As "SATIS" changed the perspective of people's understanding of things such that 
the concept of a toilet has been replaced by that of a hospitality space, the conventional
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Figure 1: INAX "SATIS"
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Table 2: Customer Experience of INAX "SATES" as a Strategic Experiential Module
* <R 
SENSE •C
C#a~Y6M6t Ex~ggt2pQ~@ 1P€?s~eted rii ~FJA`X'dml4TrS,'~
 Design making customers feel that it provides an aesthetic space 
• High functionality appealing to customers senses 
• Toilet space as a new circumstance in daily living
FEEL
THINK
ACT
• It makes customers perceive clean conditions 
• A sense of relief is aroused 
• Appraised as an ideal toilet space
 The lack of a tank has extended the toilet space 
• Sufficient coordination that is full of imagination 
 Tankless washing beyond expectations
• Toilet behavior is changed due to full automation 
• The toilet can be offered without hesitation to guests and friends 
• Intelligent toilet space
RELATE • Eco-design based on social responsibility 
• Appeals to customers due to branding 
~
i • Building a new social category
Source: Nagasawa, Ship ya ed. (2005) Value Creation through Customer Experience That Enables 
     to Develop Hit Products: Manufacturing and Fabrication That Influence Kansel, 
      Nikkagiren Shuppansha, p.120, Table 5-3.
concept of a toilet was recreated with something that has a different value for customers 
and that provides a unique added value. 
    Let us analyze a product under the framework of "customer experience" as a concept 
that creates value for customers as to whether it gives any impression to the customers, or 
the kind of customer value that it creates. This analysis in Table 2 also takes into 
consideration competitive advantage.
6.2 NISSAN "X-TRAIL" 
    Nissan has sold the "X-TRAIL" shown in Figure 2 well since November 2000 when 
they launched its sales. They have maintained the top position in domestic sales volume 
for SUVs (Sports Utility Vehicles) for 5 years up to 2005. They have sold a total of 
160,000 X-TRAILS in 170 countries and the vehicle has maintained the top place in its 
class in all of these countries and the sales volume expanded this year. The reason for this 
is understandable since the "X-TRAIL" was developed based on the "Seven Tools for New 
Product Planning." 
    Nevertheless, it is not persuasive if the results of such a huge sales volume are based 
only on its function and convenience.
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    It is essential to analyze the elements and functions beyond its status as a "hit 
vehicle." Therefore, let us analyze the "customer experience" that creates the customer 
value. On the other hand, it is possible to imagine Cadillac, Porsche, and Ferrari as luxury 
vehicles. But NISSAN's "X-TRAIL" has a price of 2 million JPY based on the waiting 
customers expectations. They take into consideration that the price should enable the 
customer to realize the experience shown in Table 3.
Figure 2: NISSAN "X-TRAIL"
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Table 3: Customer Experience of NISSAN "X-TRAIL" as a Strategic Experiential Module
F
Modules I  ;"?ustomer £zperionce fnchA$$r£ y9SAtd"X-TRAIL"
SENSE • Rectangular design
FEEL
THINK
ACT
• CM of a falling person stimulates the psychology that a person is playing a sport
• Astonishment and thought of the washable interior of the car
• Events such as" X-TRAIL JAM" converts people to outdoor sports "X-TRAIL"
RELATE Building a flexible fan club for" X-TRAIL' in outdoor sports
Source: Nagasawa, Shln'ya ea. (2005) Value Creation through Customer Experience That Enables to 
     Develop Hit Products- Manufacturing and Fabrication That Influence Kansel, Nikkagiren 
      Shupoansha, p.147, Table 6-4.
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6.3 Canvas Bag Produced by a Small Kyoto Company "Iehizawa Hampu° (Now 
   "Shinzaburo Hampu") 
     Let us discuss "Iehizawa Hampu," a veteran company of canvas products in Kyoto 
that is famous for producing and selling canvas bags (Figure 3) throughout Japan. Based 
on interviews with the fourth owner and Chief Executive Officer, Shinzabuto Iehizawa, 
and his wife Emi Iehizawa, member of the Board of Directors, let us analyze the secrets of 
Ichizawa Hampu behind its brand from the point view of developing its power and the 
customer experience. Ichizawa Hampu is a famous Japanese brand spoken of as the 
"Japanese Louis Vuitton," and has one shop and catalog sales with a constant three or four 
thousand orders. 
    As shown in Table 4, Ichizawa Hampu creates customer experience by emphasizing 
customers among the young generation with consideration of the lifestyles of the 
customers. Nevertheless it is a veteran company with a traditional industry in Kyoto, 
symbolized by natural sailcloth adhering to the craftsman's art. 
    The source of customer xperience value creation of Iehizawa Hampu is summarized 
as the three points of the development of their products; 1) their attitude of attention to 
careful craftsmanship, 2) new discovery of traditional natural textiles from sailcloth 
products, and 3) feedback on the needs of the customers. This means that the 
development s rength of the company and the customer experience are inextricably 
linked.
Figure 3: Canvas Bags by "Iehizawa Hampu"
Source: Nagasawa, Shln'ya ed. (2005) Value Creation through Customer Experience That Enables 
      to Develop Hit Products: Manufacturing and Fabrication That Influence Kansei, 
      Nikkagiren Shuppansha, Cover Photo
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Table 4: Customer Experience of Canvas Bag by '9chizawa Hampu" as a Strategic 
      Experiential Module
~ Nod SENSE • Brand recognition using visual labels 
• Visual sense of the canvas 
• Careful finish with a good supple texture
FEEL -The long life of the products creates attachment to the brand 
-The labels bring out a sense of nostalgia in people
THINK • Careful craftsmanship alludes to the spirit of study
ACT • Lifestyle of taking good care of things
RELATE • Customer loyalty created through a repair and re-upholstery service I                                            e 
Source: Nagasawa, Shin'ya ad. (2005) Value Creation through Customer Experience That 
     Enables to Develop Hit Products: Manufacturing and Fabrication That Influence Kansei, 
      Nikkagiren Shuppansha, p.197, Table 7-2.
6.4 Football Ji Team "Albirex Niigata" 
    Let us discuss the Football J I team "Albirex Niigata" that has incomparable drawing 
power. It offers a spectacle and it is even impressive that every match can gather more 
than 40,000 spectators who wear an orange uniform with the team's color as in Figure 4. 
    Niigata is said to be not suitable for pro-sport 'There is no large company that can 
be a sponsor of sports and no star players. So nothing fits the idea of being pro-sport. 
From the viewpoint of the customer experience we analyzed the phenomena ofAlbirex 
Niigata, which is considered tobe a "miracle." In the analysis we held discussions atthe 
Waseda Business School and used various interviews by the media that Mr. Hiromu 
Ikeda, CEO of Albirex Niigata, had given and which illustrated the efforts to create 
customer xperience in Albirex Niigata. 
       From the viewpoint of customer experience, Albirex Niigata very effectively 
succeeded in combining the enthusiastic space of 40,000 fans and the experience of
appealing to their love of their home town. This success howed that the frame of 
reference of customer experience is effective not only for developing products, but also for 
the sports business and entertainment i dustry. 
      Of course, Albirex Niigata is not a general product, but it is meaningful that the 
frame of reference ofAlbirex Niigata provides a means to understand how to plan and 
create intangible vents if it is possible to expand and apply the meaning of things to 
events. In other words, Albirex Niigata is one case where the frame of reference of the 
customer xperience value is illustrated most clearly as shown in Table 5.
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      Figure 4: Emblem of Football J7 ' Albirex Niigata'
I
to
Source Albirex Nugala Cc
Table 5: Customer Experience of °Albirex Niigata` as a Strategic Experiential Module
 Nodule 
SENSE I• Enthusiastic experience of 40,000 fans that cannot beencountered anywhere els
       
I • Visual experience ofthe ora gteamcolor i~ FEEL  Pas ion t  ex erienc  of att chment to their own handmade te m without any support          from large companies and wi hout any star players 
THINK I • Experience of tur ing the n ative image of Niigata into  positive image forth  city 
ACT • A festival experience once every two weeks 
         - Experience of a feeling of unity with loud cheering by the supporters 
RELATE • Experience of the unity of the supporters in their own home city of Niigata
Source Nagasawa Shlnya ad (2005) Value Creation through Customer Experience That Enables to Develop Hit 
     Products Manufacturing and Fabrication That Influence Kansei, Nlkkagiren Shuppansha, p 222, Table 
         8-3
7. Relationship between Functional Benefit and Customer Experience 
    In conclusion, let us summarize the new relationship of customer experience with 
conventionally functional benefits and the role that the customer experience plays on the 
basis of analyses of the above-mentioned four cases.
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     It is useful to analyze the relative relationship between the functional benefits and 
customer experience to discuss what can be provided and what can be created from the 
viewpoint of creating value for the customers. 
     From viewpoint of functional benefits, for instance, a toilet that provides 
improvements in functionality and usability of the toilet space has customer value. In 
addition, the depth and breadth of the choice by providing various options that improve 
the customers' election based on their own taste and by unifying designs that improve 
the image of the toilet can be understood tocreate value in the same way. 
     From the viewpoint of customer experience, for example, the total space including 
the toilet creates value for the customer, nevertheless the toilet space itself also creates 
value for the customer. That is, providing a space and atmosphere in a toilet that are 
different from conventional ones, creates customer value by appealing to the customer's 
psychology and kansei to totally and radically change the recognition of what a toilet is. 
This means to create totally new customer value that influences the customer's lifestyle. 
     As mentioned above, on the comparison between customers' values created by 
functional benefit and customer experience, these values have a complementary 
relationship even though there is some overlap. 'the functional benefit of a toilet room 
provides customers' value through the improvement of the functional and beneficial 
aspects but the customer's experience creates customer value by improving the 
psychological aspects of the customer's kansei, which functional benefits cannot provide. 
In other words, the functional benefit is to give physical and materialistic satisfaction a d 
the customer experience is to provide psychological and kansei satisfaction. 
    Figure 5 illustrates the relative relationship between functional benefits and 
customer xperience. These are interpreted as having both their own field and being in a 
complementary relationship. It should be noted that supporting the complementary 
relationship can be understood from the MOT approach. That is, when the MOT 
approach realizes an innovative t chnology (development of direct valve washing and so 
on) it provides functional benefits (achievement of a smaller space due to the absence ofa 
tank). The customer experience (Change in the image of a toilet space) influences the 
customer's mind by inventing an innovative technology and creates value to influence 
kanset. The complementarity between functional benefits and customer xperience reates 
a totally different and innovative alue for the customers (a toilet as a hospitality space).
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Figure 5: Image of Complementary Relationship between the Functional 
       Benefit and the Customer Experience
MOT Approach
Functional 
 Benefit
Customer 
Experience
Creation of a n-o> 
.1. for on". "
Source: Nagasawa, Shin'ya ed. (2005) Value Creation through Customer Experience 
      That Enables to Develop Hit Products: Manufacturing and Fabrication That 
      Influence Kansel, Nikkagiren Shuppansha, p.133, Flgere 5-6.
8. Conclusion 
     The concept ofcustomer xperience, which is recently attracting much attention, 
has been effectively used as a concrete heory to organically combine people's kansei or 
feeling and psychology into the making of products. Furthermore, it has been found that 
the concept also helps us understand hit products and brand goods whose success cannot 
be explained bytraditional marketing theory. 
    The objective of this paper is to explain the relationships and the meaning ofthe 
Customer Experience Management approach, which involves manufacturing and 
fabrication that is influenced by human kansei with respect to the Management of 
Technology (MOT). 
    As a result of analyzing INAX "SATIS", NISSAN "X-TRAIL", Canvas Bag by 
"Ichizawa Hampu" and Albirex Niigara from the viewpoint ofthe creation ofcustomer 
experiences, it was found that each of them has high standards forall values - SENSE, 
FEEL, THINK, ACT and RELATE, meaning that it is an ensemble ofcustomer 
experiences. It creates not only functional benfits but also customer xperiences by the 
MOT approach. 
    In addition, the author has tried to analyze the customer xperience in long 
standing companies such as Kyoto confectionery "Suetomi," incense maker "Shoyeido," 
luxuary fashion brand "Hermes" (Nagasawa 2006b), and Japanese confectionery "Toraya" 
(Nagasawa and Someya 2007), and the one in LCD TV Sharp "AQUOS" (Nagasawa 
2007a, 2007b).
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